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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk '
Hall Station P1 137
Washington, D. C. 20555 .

SUBJECT: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 2
Docket No. 50-368
hicense No. NPF-6
Licensee Event Report No. 50-368/90-024-00

Gent lemen:

In accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(11)(B), attached is the subject
report concerning an inadnquate prevent 1ve maintenance program for the
steam turbine driven emergency feedwater pump which resulted in a
degraded turbine governor system and subsequent overspeed trips of the
turbine.

,

Very truly yours,

Oc-w4- ..
>

James . Fisicaro
Hanager, Licensing

JJP/LAT/mmg
Attachment

i cc: Regionni Administrator
Region IV'

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, TX 76011

| INPO Records Center
Suite 1500
1100 Circle, 75 Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339-3064
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On December 5, '990 based on evaluations of two previous events involving overspeed
trips of the steam turbine driven emergency feedwater pump, it was concluded that
the cause of tbc trips had boon water slugging of the turbine on startup due to
cor.lensate accumulation in the steam supply line to the turbine. Following another
overspeed trip on December 6, 1990, the actual cause for the turbine trips was found
to be slugg Nh teaponse of the turbine gavernor valve due to a contaminated control

| oil system. The root ause was considered to be inadequacies in the preventive
i maintenance program. The program dir' not appropriately address and minimize the

potential effects of oil contamination and degradation of governor components over
time. Following the last overspeed trip, the oil and oil filter assembly were
changed, a hydraulic actuator was replaced and a remote servo valve and control oil
tubing were cleaned. The turbino is being tested on an increased frequency and the
oil quality is being monitored to ensure it is not degrading. Long term actions
include procedure revisions to include periodic cleaning and/or replacement of
control oil system components. Additionally, the turbine o11 system will be cleaned
to remove varnish and hardened -oil deposits during the next refueling outage.
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A. Plant St us

At the tuo of occurrence of this event, Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 2 (ANO-2)

was operating at 100% power in Mode 1 (Power Operation). Reactor Coolant System
(PCS) [AB) temperattro Ens approximately 580 degrees Fahrenheit and RCS pressure
was about 2250 psin.

B. Event Description

On November 13, 1999 at 1034 t n s while attempting to start the steam turbino
driven Emergency Feedwater (EFW) pump (2P7A) [BA-P) following a maintenance
activity, the turbine tripped on overspeed. Following the trip, the pump
alignment was verified, the turbine steam supply line steam traps were blown
down, the pump was re vented and refflied and a second start was attempted. The
ump started and ran normally. The pump was stopped and restarted again

ap;)roximately thirty ninutes later. The pump again responded normally. The
todundant EFW Pump (2P7B), which is motor driven, was operable during this
period.

Investigatfors indicated that the likely cause of the overspeed trip was the
failure to remove all of the air from the pump casing during the
post-maintenance filling and venting operation. At this time, it was thoughtr

I that the presence of air in the pump casing resulted in a condition of very low
pump resistance during the initial start resulting in the subsequent overspeed
trip. The two successful starts af ter refilling and venting the pump appeared
to confirm that the problem had been properly identified and corrected. The-
pump was declared operabic and returned to service.

On November 29,1990 at 1032 hours an overspeed trip of EFW pump 2P7A occurred |
again while attempting to run the pump for post-maintenance testing.
Investigations into the cause of this event indicated that the problem might
have been accumulation of condensate in the turbine steam supply line, leading
to water slugging of the turbine on startup. A review of plant records

| Indicated that previously on November 5, 1990, steam traps on the steam supply
line had been isolated because they were not functioning properly. Operations
personnel had been manually opening a bypass valve around the traps once overy
four hours in order to remove any condensate which might have accumulated in the
line while the traps woro isolated. Subsequent testing and evaluations
conducted after the November 29, 1990, overspeed trip led personnel to conclude
that manually blowing down the steam line overy four hours was not sufficient to
prevent the possibility of an overspeed trip due to condenaato accumulation in
the steam line. On December 5, 1990, it was concluded that the steam driven EFW
pump might have been susceptible to an overspeed trip due to water slugging of
the turbine for intermittent periods since the initial isolation of the steam
traps on November 5, 1990. Because the redundant motor driven EFW pump had been
removed from service for a short period of time on at least two occasions during
the time period while the steam traps were isolated, it was assumed that ANO-2
might have unknowingly operated with both EFW pumps in an inoperable coadition.
This potential condition was reported to the NRC on December 5,1990, in

accordance with 10CFR50.72(b)(1)(11)(B).
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The steam traps were placed back in service to provide for continuous removal of
condensato from the steam supply line. The frequency of testing for the pump
was increased to ensure that the cause of the_overspoed trips had boon properly _
and identified and corrected. j

On December 6, 1990 at 1320 hours, during testing another overspoed trip of 2P7A
occurred. Following this. trip the turbine was roset and started successfully-

_

-

several timos with normal response. Investigations conducted following this... -~ l
overspeed event led to the identification of a degraded condition of_ tho'turbino
governor valvo control system as the cause of-the trip.

i
ANO has two EFW pumps, one motor driven nr.,1 one steam turbine driven pump. Upon

'initiation of a start signal in the turbino driven pnmp, a bypass 'valvo_ around a
normally closed main steam isolation valvo In the steam supply line to the -

,

turbino opens and the turbino accelerates to-a minimum idle speed. Folldwing a
preset timo delay the main steam supply isolation valve opens and the turbino
governor valvo opens to accolorate the turbino to. the rated speed. The governor
valvo is positioned by an EG-R hydraulic actuator in conjunction with a remote
servo. The EG-R in supplied an electrical speed domand signal which is.
converted by an electro-hydraulic transducer to a hydraulic signal which is sont

i

to the servo to adjust governor valve position. F31tored oil from the turbino
lube oil system is used as the hydraulic -medium for the EG-R actuator,

j After the December 6, 1990 overspeed trip, an authorized field representative of
the Woodward Governor Company _was brought-on site to help datormine the cause -of
the continuing overspeed trips. After-observing sluggish governor valve
responso, the control oil system was opened and Inspected.- The condition of-the '

control oil was examined and found- to be dirty _and gritty,- The oil i' Iter was
also found to be dirty. A thick gelatin-like coating _of.hardoned oil was
observed in some components. The turbino' oil was subsequently changed and the-
oil. filter was-replaced. The EG-R actuator was replaced, and the remoto servo
and control tubing woro clonned._ The governor system was: tuned .for good system
responso and the turbine _was tested for several hours with quick starts to-100--

-porcent speed and with stop changes both up and down from minimum to maximum '

demand. The EFW pump was declared operable and returned to service on:
December 9, 1990 at 0245 hours.
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C. Root Cause

The overspeed trips that occurred on November 13, November 29 and December 6,
1990, were a result of sluggish governor response to quich start demands. A

preventive maincmance (PM) task included in the ANO PM program provided for
sampling the Er urbine lube oil on a monthly basis. The ANO PM program also
included requi ats to change the lube oil and filter on a six month
frequency. M' iconance records indicate that the cil and filter had last been
changed in ac,,ordance with the PH program on September 2, 1990. Periodic
inspections to determine the cleanliness of the oil sump and other components of
the hydraulic system, however, were not addressed by any current PM procedure.
It is believed that the buildup of oil contaminates over time in the oil sump

,

and in other governor system components caused the oil and filter change to be
ineffective. Therefore, the root cause of these events was determined to be
inadequacies of the PM program. The program did not appropriately address and
minimize the potential ef fects of oil contamination and degradation of governor
components over a long period of time.

D. Corrective Actions

As a re m it of this event several interim actions have been implemented to
ensure t he turbine driven EFW pump remains operable and to reduce the
susceptibility of the turbine to overspeed trips.

The turbine is being run on an increased frequency until acceptable reliability
has been demonstrated. The turbine control syntam is being monitored during
pump runs for proper governor response by observing control valve motion and

i turbine speed. The control oil quality is being monitored each time the oil
filter or oil are changed. The oil and filter were replaced on December 8, 1990
and oil was flushed through the turbine hearing caps. Additionally, the oil
filter was replaced on December 9th and 12th. The samples taken during oil and '

filter changes will verify that the oil quality is improving and not degradjng.

Long term actions which will be implemented to prevent recurrence of a similar
i

| event include:
1

Continuation of the PM to change the oil and filter on a regular basis.+

The EGR actuator and remote servo will be added to the PH program.*

Procedures will be revised by May 1,1991 to include periodic cleaning and/or
replacement of these components.
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An oil flush of the 2P7A turbino oil system to remove varnish and hardoned+

oil deposits will be performed during the next refueling outage.

E. Safety Significance

At the time of the overspeed trips of the turbine driven EFW pump, the motor
driven EFW pump was available to provide feedwater to the Steam Generators (SGs)
to maintain SG water levels for decay heat remeval. After the overspeed trips
on November 13, 1990 and November 29, 1990, success ful completion of the
required surveillance tests indicated that the turbino driven pump had been
restored to operable status. Due to the spradic nature of the of fects of the
dirty control oil on the turbine governor wilve responso, the true root causo
was not diagnosed until af ter the third overspoed trip on December 6,1990.
During the period betwoon the initial overspeed trip and the third overspeed
trip, the rollability of the turbine driven EFW pump could be questionable.
Even though the normal surveillance tests required to provo pump operability had
been successfully completed, the probability of an overspeed trip was possible
due to the condition of the control oil and governor system components. During
the period between the first and third overspeed trips, the motor driven EFW
pump 2p7B was taken out of service for brief time periods to perform valve
stroke testing. The safety significance of this event is considered to be
minimal since the motor driven EFW pump was operable for most of the timo period
during which the turbine driven paup was more susceptible to an overspeed trip.
The periods of time when the motor driven EFW pump was not available were short,
and the motor driven pump could hav,. been started manually by operators, if
needed. Additionally, the turbine driven pump could have been manually reset
and started under manual control if needed to supply feedwater to the steam
generators.

F. Basis For Reportability

These events were determined to constitute operation of the plant in a condition
outsido the design basis of the plant and therefore, reportable por
10CFR50.73(a)(2)(ii)(B),

G. Additional Information

There have been no previous events reported involving overspeed trips of the
turbino driven EFW pump caused by contaminated lubo oil.

Energy Industry Identification Codes (EIIS)-are identified in the text as [XX].
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